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 ABSTRACT 

The crisis of the modern Russian education system is a topic 

constantly discussed within the expert community. One of the main 

problems that determine the negative processes in Russian education 

and Russian science in the post-Soviet period is the impact of the 

global economic crisis. An equally important factor that strengthens 

the crisis character of the functioning of Russian education is the 

long-term policy of its ill-conceived reform. The causes of the crisis 

in the Russian system of higher education are: the problems of 

financing of education, copying Western ideas, massivization and 

standardization of education, total informatization, the transformation 

of value orientations of young people, the loss of the meaning of the 

"social elevator" by higher education, the withdrawal of the  

upbringing  function from the education system.    

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Today, the entire world community has been in crisis for a long time, shaking the world order and bringing 

with it destructive consequences to all spheres of socio-economic life of absolutely all strata of the population, 

and the crisis phenomena, as satellites of human history, evolve from the economic system to the education 

system. The rapid social and economic changes occurring on the world arena also affect the higher education 

system, which faces the need to revise the system of organization, the management system, with the need to 

adapt curricula, programs, and the entire educational process as a whole to the requirements of the time. Every 

global economic crisis is an occasion for another revision of the results of social and economic processes in the 

world and individual countries, and at the same time an occasion to rethink theoretical templates and exaggerated 

assessments of the possibilities of the current system of market relations, including in the education system. The 

impact of the world economic crisis on the system of higher education in Russia is very significant due to the 

country's involvement in world social and economic processes, the crisis is a part of the economic cycle and its 

onset is inevitable in the social system of society. Undoubtedly, the crisis threatens the welfare of the country, 
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national security (Gafiatulina et al., 2017a,b; Razumovskaya et al., 2018; Tastan et al., 2018; Rudenko et al., 

2018), the balance of the economic system, as it contributes to the interruption of stable economic growth, 

violates the balance, preventing the normal development of social relations. 

Before talking about the impact of the global economic crisis on the Russian system of higher education, it 

is necessary to understand the essence of its main characteristics. It is customary to distinguish three principal 

characteristics of the world economic crisis: 1) the crisis of global capitalism, which has a high conflict potential 

for society and all of its social systems; 2) the crisis of the model of global (transnational) liberalism, which 

testifies "to the undermining of the fundamental foundations of the modern world economic structure and the 

prevailing liberal economic theories"; 3) the current world economic crisis, with not yet completely clear 

consequences, can be regarded as a turning point not only in the world economic system, but also in the social 

and economic system of any country (Ryazanov, 2009), and Russian education is not an exception in this regard. 

Thus, in the face of the onset of the global economic crisis, there is a crisis in the system of Russian education. 

The essence of the education crisis is connected with the gap between the existing system of education and the 

world economic crisis provoking rapidly changing social systems and the conditions of society. The global 

economic crisis, with all the set of global problems - demographic, social, environmental, spiritual and moral, is 

also directly related to the decline in the quality of intellectual capital produced by the higher education system, 

the narrowing and weakening of its social functions in general. 

The problems of studying the crisis of Russian education are considered in the works of E. E. Anikina, L. 

Ivankina & Yu. Sorokina (2016)., I.M. Ilyinsky (2012), V.V. Kasyanov, N.P. Lyubetsky & S.I. Samygin (2017), 

V.V. Kasyanov, V.V. Kovalyov & S.I. Samygin (2017), I.G. Malinsky (2009), E.A. Samokhina (2012) and others.  

Most scientists indicate that the crisis in the system of Russian higher education has been observed for a 

long time, the authors point to the difficult state of this institution, despite a permanent reform for almost twenty-

five years (Samokhina, 2012). 

Moreover, the reform of Russian education in the post-Soviet period has turned into an endless process with 

an unclear goal and without any noticeable indicators of the growth of quality and efficiency, although it is the 

growth of efficiency that is considered the main goal of educational reforms. The reform covers education of all 

levels, but the subject of consideration in this article is the crisis of higher education in Russia in the conditions 

of the world economic crisis. 

Research Methodology 

The purpose of this article is to identify the distinctive features of the systemic crisis of higher education in 

Russia in the conditions of the global economic crisis. The study used a comprehensive method that allows to 

take into account the set of factors that were the primary cause of the global economic crisis, its rapid spread and 

influence on the system of higher education. To realize the purpose of publication, the development of a 

theoretical and methodological toolkit becomes urgent. In the framework of this study, it is necessary to use a 

comparative, as well as a structurally-functional approach, in which the feedback between the world economy 

system and the system of Russian higher education was analyzed. As K.V. Vodenko et al. (2018) point out, the 

university system is traditionally viewed from the standpoint of the structural and functional approach, the 

description of the university system as a mechanism of social mobility, professional socialization, differentiation 

according to the professional profile. Significant results have been achieved in this direction, indicating that 

integration / disintegration processes are observed in Russian higher education. Integration of higher education 

under the impact of the economic crisis is characterized by the transition to a model of commercialization, the 
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introduction of new educational standards, the connection to the world market of educational services. 

Disintegration introduces the destruction of the inequality of the educational environment, the division of higher 

education institutions into elitist and mass ones, and lengthens the distance between the training of specialists 

and their relevance to the labor market (Vodenko et al., 2016; Semenova et al., 2018). 

Results 

Today, the higher education system is rightly interpreted by scientists as an institution for the reproduction 

of social inequality, and despite the introduction of a unified state examination designed to equalize the chances 

of youth in access to quality education, a significant part of youth does not have access to quality education and 

further decent employment as a result of economic reasons (Gafiatulina et al., 2017a). 

The process of reform was launched by the collapse of the USSR and the Soviet system of higher 

education. It would be logical to assume that centralization, bureaucratization and unification of education 

inherent in the Soviet model (and justified by the specifics of this model) will remain in the past. However, this 

did not happen. The modern Russian education system paradoxically managed to combine in itself the worst 

features of Soviet total bureaucratic control and the "free market element" in its ugliest manifestations: a kind of 

symbiosis of absurd bureaucracy and dependence on the market and the world economy. A striking example of 

this symbiosis is the commercialization of education in the Russian way, when higher educational institutions are 

interested in a certain number of students and understate the requirements for the quality of their preparation, 

because not only the income of the educational institution, but also its survival, the amount of teaching load and 

the number of working places depend on the number of students. If the dependence on money "brought" by 

students to the university is due (in part) to the logic of the market, then all the rest is connected solely with 

hypertrophy of state intervention in the activity of universities, the regulation of the number of students per 

teacher, the normalization of the training load, student enrollment plans, the need to harmonize and approve "at 

the highest level" any new educational directions (Kasyanov et al., 2017). 

It is often said, that the crisis of the system of Russian education was caused by the transition to the 

Bologna system, which began in 2003. However, this directive transition, initiated only by the will of the state 

and without consideration of the opinion of the majority of the Russian educational community, can hardly be 

recognized as being realized and responsible for all modern problems. Russia has not become a part of a single 

educational space, which is implicit in the Bologna system. This is hindered by many factors, for example, the 

loss of the meaning of the "social elevator" by higher education; Low mobility of teachers and students, due 

primarily to external economic reasons. In Russian conditions, even the transition from one institution to another 

is difficult - what can we say about the regular exchange of students and teachers across Europe? Russian 

diplomas are still not recognized in European countries without additional procedures (planned to be achieved by 

2010) (Tupitsyna, 2017). 

Russian society itself is not prepared for the transition to the Bologna education system, which was formed 

in the West in the civic and legal culture based on European values of pragmatism, consumerism, individualism, 

independence, competition, and high mobility. That`s why, those graduates of higher education institutions who 

have been penetrated by these pro-Western values in the course of education do not find application to these 

qualities in the Russian reality and are forced to migrate abroad. 

In general, there are several main reasons for the emergence of a crisis in the Russian higher education 

system. One of these reasons has been a constant renewal and change, as well as a sharp increase in scientific 

and technological progress in the conditions of world economic globalization. The so-called "traditional" training 
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loses its significance, its methods and rules, which for years have been unchanged at its core, and have 

completely exhausted the possibilities for transformation. 

The second serious reason for the emergence of the crisis in the education system in the conditions of the 

world economic crisis is the problem of financing of Russian science and education. All heads of higher 

educational institutions are concerned with the question, what will happen to the education budget if budgetary 

places are cut, the commercialization of the educational services market is observed, the cost of training is 

growing? 

According to the data of the Faculty of Philology of Moscow State University, over the past decade the 

budget places for fundamental university directions of humanitarian training (Philology, History, Philosophy, 

Sociology, etc.) has been reduced at least three times (from about 300 to 100 people in large universities, from 

100 to 30 people in smaller ones, in Novgorod, Chelyabinsk and some other universities it is now 10-15 people). 

Such a reduction in recruitment led to changes in the traditional structure of higher education institutions that 

implement humanitarian training: Instead of the earlier independent faculties and departments (philological, 

historical, sociological, etc.), a number of universities have Humanities Institutes (or other units with similar 

names) that teach the entire set of humanitarian educational programs open in the university. As part of the new 

divisions, previously independent faculties are represented by one or two departments of philological, historical, 

etc. profile, which in the created conditions are forced to serve, mainly, related directions of training and 

gradually lose their specialized character, ceasing to be graduating departments (On the reform of education, 

2012). 

In the global economic crisis, money investment in the sphere of Russian education has been significantly 

decreased. Moreover, the level of academic achievement in educational institutions of Russia began to fall. 

As I.G. Malinsky (2009) writes in his article, the country's top leaders all the time emphasize in their 

statements that there will not be any financial reductions for implementing priority national projects, including 

education. Nevertheless, the sphere of education can not be aloof from the system of anti-crisis measures that are 

now really taking shape in society. Therefore, delays in budget financing of universities are inevitable, which 

will affect all aspects of the activity of universities, as well as the financial situation of employees and students 

(Malinsky, 2009). 

The third reason is the process of massivization and standardization of higher education, which is 

determined by cardinal changes in technic and production technology, the replacement of the fifth technological 

order by the sixth, the transition to a knowledge economy, as a result of which the content and nature of labor are 

changing by the information revolution. Moreover, the information revolution led to the total "informatization of 

society": over the past two decades, the media, the computerization and the introduction of the Internet and the 

blogosphere, which are a direct tool for building up the material and economic potential, have been gaining 

momentum. 

The processes of the world economic crisis give rise to the problem of specialists' shortage. In many 

countries around the world, special and higher education institutions annually produce more than a million 

specialists. However, the degree of their knowledge does not adequately meet modern requirements, since they 

are specialists in a "narrow" sense, therefore they cannot set and solve the problems of organizations in full. All 

this leads inevitably to a decrease in the level of wages, a reduction in jobs and an increase in the level of 

unemployment. About three million unemployed are forecasted in our country. 

As a result of senseless borrowing from Western countries of dubious ideas (such as absolutizing testing, 
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total implementation of the Unified State Examination, reckless copying of the Bologna education system, etc.), 

economic globalization "practically pushed Russia from the path of national development, the distinctiveness 

and dignity of domestic education, which were evident and valued all over the world, are mostly destroyed 

"( Ilyinsky, 2012). 

In the framework of modernization of education, the fact that education is a type of social engineering, to 

which ideology, politics, religion, education as a whole is related, is overlooked, since it is these components that 

"form" a person and a personality (Shakbanova et al., 2018). 

Discussion 

One of the first documents on reforms in the field of educational policy, which served as a trigger 

mechanism for the crisis, was the Decree of the President of the RSFSR B.N. Yeltsin No. 1 "On Priority 

Measures for the Development of Education in the RSFSR" (Gazette of the Congress of People's Deputies and 

the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR, 1991). 

This document, which was obviously populist in nature and concerned mainly the material support of 

educational institutions and raising the salaries of pedagogical workers, nevertheless, for the first time set the 

task for the Government to work out in a short time the State Program for the Development of Education in the 

RSFSR. On its basis, a new basic curriculum was adopted and temporary educational standards were introduced. 

The main line of reform of the Russian school in the conditions of the crisis in the first half of the 1990s. became 

its transition into variational teaching.  

The new Russian elite, clearly oriented to the West and primarily to the United States, did not always 

objectively assess the foreign education system, often ignoring its weak points. Thus, one of the main measures 

undertaken by the state in the educational sphere was a sharp reduction of state obligations. Privatization of 

educational institutions in the early 1990s threatened to take on a mass character. This process occurred against 

the backdrop of a catastrophic decline in the standard of living of the majority of the Russian population, which 

could not but affect the accessibility of education. Such social losses were caused by the difficulties of the 

transition period. 

The idea of introducing educational vouchers, planned in the framework of educational reform, aroused 

sharp criticism from the pedagogical community. It is necessary to recognize the fears of many specialists who 

pointed out that the consequences of such a decision could be similar to the results of privatization in the state 

economy. 

As S.N. Djabbarova (2015) writes in her article, in recent years, several attempts have been made to build 

an economic forecast for the development of the education system in general and higher professional education - 

in particular. "Russian education was going through hard times, and the financial and economic crisis actually 

devalued the prognostic works of any of the spheres that are somehow connected with human activity". 

As a result of the economic crisis, and decrease in the population's solvency, according to expert estimates, 

youngest people studying on a fee-paying basis in state and non-state educational institutions will not be able to 

pay for their education. The reduction of incomes will undermine the material base of non-state and most state 

universities. Decrease in budget financing of state universities affects the overall level of their incomes, 

investments into innovative development of higher and secondary vocational schools are reduced due to the 

reduction of extrabudgetary sources of funding (Djabbarova, 2015). 

"Wild" market capitalism of the Western-liberal style "trampled", deformed the humanistic landscape of the 
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state system of higher education, cultivated by centuries-old cult and practice "to sow eternal, reasonable, 

spiritual." The response of the street to the "breaking" of the traditional education system - "training - 

development - education" and removing such component as "upbringing", was the «explosion" of youth crime, 

mass alcoholism and drug addiction. Society has not just got "lost" generation, it has lost a historic time allotted 

for the construction of a new, democratic and civilized Russia. The youth of the "lost" generation of the 1990s 

graduated from universities, 80% of which are characterized as socially apathetic (Gafiatulina et al., 2018). 

Experts argue that as a result of the economic crisis in Russia, the labor market and the higher education 

system develop separately from each other. The labor market does not appreciate the signals of the education 

system, and the education system ignores the signals of the labor market. There is an imbalance in the system of 

higher education, when the system prepares not those professionals who are needed by the market, therefore, 

does not fulfill the function of building human resources. 

Conclusions 

So, what was the result of the modernization of Russian education in the conditions of the economic crisis, 

what crisis phenomena, in turn, did it cause in the system of Russian education? 

- Firstly, the thoughtless copying of questionable ideas of the West, which led to the loss of the "social 

elevator" by the higher education system, as it was in Soviet times.  

- Secondly, educational inequality, the inequality of access to quality higher education as a result of 

polarization, a sharp property stratification of the population.  

- Thirdly, the massivization and standardization of education, "Homogenization" of students at the expense 

of the development of personal abilities, exclusion of the human factor from the pedagogical process , 

automation of the pedagogical process.  

- Fourthly, displacement of value orientations of youth towards a material, consumer and pragmatic attitude 

toward life and the social environment.  

- Fifthly, the years of violent reform and modernization of education have led to the fact that the priority of 

educational objectives is the quality of the specialists trained by the system of higher education, to the detriment 

of personal qualities, since human qualities have ceased to be taken care of. 

- Sixthly, the total introduction of the Internet, the blogosphere, which transformed the society; seventhly, 

the removal of the function of education from the system of Russian education as a result of the withdrawal of 

education from the draft Law "On Education".  

- Finally, eighthly, the imbalance of the system of higher education and the labor market. 
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